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FABRICS
Designed and produced in our own mill, we have many years 
experience in the treatment of cotton, our high specifications make 
our branded fabrics both colour fast and shrink resistant. Customers 
rely on these essential requirements, this is why our clothing range 
is so popular in sport, leisure and jogging.

BESPOKE DESIGN
We produce garments directly to the customers specifications, 
colours and models are tailored to the requirement, offering endless 
permutations. This personalisation gives clubs and teams a unique 
identity which reflects in all they do, sponsors and partners are 
encouraged by their professional image and quality presentation.

GUARANTEED REPEAT SUPPLY
All models produced can be repeated at any time in any quantity 
even though they may not be current catalogue models, all customer 
designs are recorded on our database for reproduction at any time. 
Over the years we have collected more than 20,000 individual 
designs from associations, advertisers and promotion companies, 
this information although costly to administer provides a worthwhile 
service to give total longevity of  a club or team image.

At Panzeri we strive to be among the 
leading specialist in sportswear design 
and production, our legacy:
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ALL MODELS ARE AVAILABLE
IN ALL COMBINATIONS
OF THE COLOURS OF YOUR CHOICE.

CONDITIONS OF SALE

• Delivery time: 4-5 weeks.
• Free packaging.
• Terms: ex works.
• Payment: Cash and Delivery   
 down payment with special
 orders (as with printing etc.).
• Reduction of 10% for items smaller
 than size II.
• Supplement of 10% for items bigger
 than size VI.
• Supplement of 20% for single items.
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• Delivery time: 4-5 weeks.
• Free packaging.
• Terms: ex works.
• Payment: Cash and Delivery   
 down payment with special
 orders (as with printing etc.).
• Reduction of 10% for items smaller
 than size II.
• Supplement of 10% for items bigger
 than size VI.
• Supplement of 20% for single items.

In the char t of Panzeri’s sizes the body’s measurement 
is in centimeters. If your measures are in between two 
sizes, choose the smallest one for an adherent fit while 
the biggest one for a more comfy fit.

SIZES VARIATIONS 
It’s possible to produce longer or shor ter garments. 
For example:

IV length V,    IV length VI,     IV length VII
IV length III,    IV length II,     IV length I

Supplement  €  3 .-

Sizes

1 - HEIGHT

2 - CHEST
Measurement of the circumference 
at the widest point of the chest.

3 - WAIST 
Measurement of the circumference 
at the narrowest par t of the waist.

4 - HIPS 
Measurement of the circumference 
at the widest par t of the hips. 

5 - INSIDE LEG 
Measurement of the inside leg length 
from the crotch to the floor. 
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Size

HEIGHT

cm.

WAIST

cm.

CHEST

cm.

HIPS

cm.

INSIDE
LEG

cm.

I 140 - 149 66 - 7279 - 86 82 - 88 66 - 70

IV 170 - 179 85 - 9198 - 104 98 - 104 81 - 85

VII 200 - 209 102 - 108116 - 122 116 - 122 96 - 100

00 120 - 129 55 - 6065 - 72 70 - 76 56 - 60

II 150 - 159 72 - 7786 - 92 88 - 92 71 - 75

V 180 - 189 91 - 96104 - 110 104 - 110 86 - 90

VIII 210 - 219 108 - 114122 - 128 122 - 128 101 - 105

0 130 - 139 60 - 6672 - 79 76 - 82 61 - 65

III 160 - 169 77 - 8592 - 98 92 - 98 76 - 80

VI 190 - 199 96 - 102110 - 116 110 - 116 91 - 95
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Washing

LIGHT COOLMAX®

JACK COOLMAX®

polyester  100%

FILANCA

polyester  100%

JACK

polyester  100%

Fabrics 

COTONE  -  FELPA

cotton  100%

NYLON BAGS

nylon  100%
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Cotton
Felpa

Screen print

Colours 

Materials we use, which 
are of excellent quality and 
made specifically for sport, 
are machine washable. The 
printing has been treated 
to withstand machine 
washing. However, for best 
maintenance it is advisable 
to wash the articles by 
hand in warm water. It is 
also advisable not to leave 
sweaty or damp items for 
days inside a holdall.

DIGITALsystem

 



Printings

The items in the photos are just a few examples. 
We produce your uniforms in endless color combinations 
with logos.
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For the first order
Subsequent orders

EMBLEMS

total €   85 .-

total €  275 .-

total €   19 .-

total €    39 .-

total €  135 .-

-

total €    31 .-

-

DIGITALsystem Screen print

total €  335 .-
total €    39 .-

-
-

PLAYERS NAMES

Patch

For the first order
Subsequent orders

For the first order
Subsequent orders

BESPOKE DESIGN
(include printing)

MULTIPLE LOGOS
(more than 3)

SINGLE LOGO

BAG BOCCE

Doppio-fondo bocce                heavy nylon               €  27 .-

Colours:   RED - NAVY - ROYAL - GREEN

each piece €  2 40 each piece €  4 80

each piece €  5 80 each piece €  7 50
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ARONA

(E) Gilet

jack  €  39 .-
filanca   €  42 40

(A) Shirt short sleeves

light coolmax €  49 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(L) Trousers

filanca €  60 .-

(B) Shirt long sleeves

jack coolmax €  61 .-

(C) Shirt long sleeves

filanca   €  62 20

DIGITALsystem
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STRESA

(E) Gilet

jack  €  39 .-
filanca   €  42 40

(E) Gilet

jack  €  39 .-
filanca   €  42 40

(A) Shirt short sleeves

light coolmax €  49 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(L) Trousers

filanca €  60 .-

(L) Trousers

filanca €  60 .-

(B) Shirt long sleeves

jack coolmax €  61 .-

(C) Shirt long sleeves

filanca   €  62 20

DIGITALsystem
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GARDA

DIGITALsystem
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(E) Gilet

jack  €  39 .-
filanca   €  42 40

(A) Shirt short sleeves

light coolmax €  49 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(L) Trousers

filanca €  68 .-

(B) Shirt long sleeves

jack coolmax €  61 .-

(C) Shirt long sleeves

filanca   €  62 20
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cotton  -  felpa  -  screen print
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(E) Gilet

cotton - jack €  39 .-
felpa - filanca   €  44 50

(A) Shirt short sleeves

cotton - jack €  47 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(B) Shirt long sleeves

cotton - jack €  53 50

(C) Shirt long sleeves

felpa - filanca €  60 .-

(L) Trousers

filanca €  89 .-

(E) Gilet

jack  €  39 .-
filanca   €  42 40

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(L) Trousers

filanca €  68 .-
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cotton  -  felpa  -  screen print
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COMO

(E) Gilet

cotton €  39 .-
felpa   €  44 50

(A) Shirt short sleeves

cotton €  47 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(B) Shirt long sleeves

cotton €  53 50

(C) Shirt long sleeves

felpa €  60 .-

(L) Trousers

filanca €  89 .-
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LARIO

(E) Gilet

cotton €  39 .-
felpa   €  44 50

(A) Shirt short sleeves

cotton €  41 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  69 .-

(B) Shirt long sleeves

cotton €  47 50

(C) Shirt long sleeves

felpa €  54 .-

(L) Trousers

filanca €  59 .-

cotton  -  felpa  -  screen print

(E) Gilet

cotton €  39 .-
felpa   €  44 50

(J) Jacket

filanca €  65 50

(L) Trousers

filanca €  89 .-
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This catalogue substitutes all former price-lists.


